Abstract. Agent-based software engineering has been proposed in addition to object-oriented software engineering as a means of mastering the complexity associated with the development of large-scale distributed systems. However, there is still a poor understanding of the interplay between the notions of agents and objects from a software engineering perspective. Moreover, the many facets of agent-based software engineering are rarely used in the various phases of the software development lifecycle because of the lack of a comprehensive framework to provide the software designers with a clear understanding of the use of these two key abstractions. In this context, this paper presents TAO, an evolving innovative conceptual framework based on agent and object abstractions, which are the foundations for modeling large-scale software systems. The conceptual framework allows for the characterization of largescale software systems as organizations of passive components, the objects, and autonomous components, the agents, with each of these elements playing roles to interact with each other and to coordinate their actions in order to fulfill system goals.
Introduction
With the advances in Internet technologies [24, 50, 67] , software systems are undergoing a transition from monolithic architectures based on passive components into open and distributed architectures composed of organizations of autonomous components, that operate and move across different environments in order to achieve their goals in a coordinated way [47, 69, 77] . Object-oriented software engineering [5, 6, 46, 60] has succeeded to support the development of high-quality software systems, but the complexity raised in this architectural transition is no longer affordable in terms of its abstractions, modeling languages, and methodologies [19, 20, 36, 44, 56, 66, 75] . The limitations of the object paradigm has spurred research on agent-based software engineering [32, 33, 34] as an additional approach to the development of large-scale systems from their conceptual modeling [10, 68, 71] to their computational modeling [18, 21, 55] .
While the object abstraction is fundamentally applied to model resources or passive components, the agent abstraction is naturally tailored to represent autonomous components in the software system. The notion of multi-agent systems (MASs) [64] and the underlying theories associated with their many properties bring with them more natural support for autonomy, coordination, mobility, organization, openness, and intelligence. In this context, the discipline of Software Engineering is trying to understand how the lessons learned from the application of these agent theories in Artificial Intelligence can be used to overcome the limitations of object-oriented software engineering and lead to a mastery of the complexity of modern software. The successful and widespread deployment of large-scale MASs requires a unifying set of central abstractions to support modeling languages and respective methodologies for an agent and object-centric software engineering. However, there is still a poor understanding of the interplay between the agent and object notions from a software engineering perspective.
As is the case with any new software engineering paradigm, researchers are beginning to strive to formulate the methodologies that guide the process of constructing MASs [27, 39, 42, 57, 71] . Many, such as Agent UML [54] and MASCommonKADS [26] , are extensions of previous object-oriented methodologies and languages, while others, such as the AAII methodology [39] , are extensions of knowledge engineering methodologies. Existing methodologies propose very distinct and varying sets of abstractions suitable for different domains. Each methodology has incorporated its own abstractions for conceptual and computational modeling, and there is no agreement about a common group of abstractions that can be used across different methodologies. As a consequence, it is very difficult to understand the interplay between agents and objects from a software engineering perspective, and the real contributions of agents in the construction of large-scale systems. The many facets of agent and object-based software engineering are still rarely used in the various phases of the software lifecycle because of the lack of a comprehensive framework [19, 72] .
In this context, this paper presents TAO (Taming Agents and Objects conceptual framework), whose goal is to provide the foundations for agent and object-based software engineering. This paper is not a survey of existing concepts used by methods, languages and methodologies for MAS but a definition of an ontology that defines the essential concepts, or abstractions, for developing MASs. The benefit of having a conceptual framework is to provide support for developing new methodologies, methods and languages based on the essential concepts defined and related in the framework. Each concept is viewed as candidate abstraction for modeling languages, methodologies and support environments to be applied in different phases of the MAS development. We classify the abstractions used to establish our ontology into three categories: (i) fundamental abstractions, (ii) grouping abstractions, and (iii) environment abstractions.
TAO can be tailored to different domains since its basic ontology can be extended to accommodate new abstractions for new domains. TAO enables different research teams to compare and discuss their formulations based on the unified terminology of the proposed foundations. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the conceptual framework and a brief view of the abstractions and their relationships. Section 2 also describes example used in the paper in order to illustrate our definitions. A definition of the fundamental, environment and grouping abstractions are presented in Sections 3, 4 and 5 and the relationships between those abstractions are introduced and defined in Section 6. Section 7 provides an overview on how the templates used throughout the paper should be formalized. Section 8 reviews some related work and Section 9 discusses some future directions for research in this area. Finally, Section 10 presents the conclusions of our work.
The Conceptual Framework

The Role of the Conceptual Framework
A conceptual framework is critical for both the problem understanding (conceptual modeling) and the solution proposal (computational modeling) of any development project as software systems become more complex [11] . The purpose of conceptual models is to provide an understanding of the domain describing the problem. Conceptual models describe the problem raised by the user and to be solved by the software system [11] . In order to produce a solution, computational models may be generated based on conceptual models. Computational models are used to describe the form of the software system that solves the problem. A computational model is the definition of a software product, and is the output of requirement specification and design activities [11] . Fig. 1 shows a four-layer picture that illustrates the role of the conceptual framework using the metadata architecture MOF [53] for a simple example. Although computational models do not appear in Fig. 1 Fig. 1 The role of the conceptual framework using OMG-MOF [53] The four MOF layers are: meta-metamodel layer, metamodel layer, domain model layer and instance layer. The meta-metamodel layer is comprised of the description of the structure and semantics of meta-metadata. In this paper, we use the ER model (Entity-Relationship model) [9] to describe the entity and relationship meta-metadata that appear in this layer. The entity and relationship meta-metadata provide the basic definition that describes the different entities and relationships instances that appear in the metamodel layer.
Our work is concentrated in the metamodel layer (conceptual framework) which we use to define the conceptual framework TAO developed for the MAS domain. TAO defines the set of metadata, i.e. entity instances and relationship instances that must appear on the metamodel layer level. The framework defines a total of 6 entity instances such as agents, roles and organizations and a total of 8 relationship instances such as play, control and owner (Fig. 1) .
The main role of TAO is to provide a unified conceptual framework to understand distinct abstractions and their relationships in order to support the development of large-scale MASs. The proposed framework elicits an ontology that connects consolidated abstractions, such as objects and classes, and "emergent" abstractions, such as agents, roles and organizations, which are the foundations for agent and object-based software engineering. TAO presents the definition of each abstraction as a concept of its ontology, and makes provision for relationships between them.
In contrast with the metamodel layer, which is domain independent, the domain model layer (conceptual model) depicts the data specific to the application domain. The metadata at the metamodel layer are instantiated into data through domain models using the domain information. Entities and relationship instances defined in the metamodel layer are used in the domain model layer according to the domain information defining the conceptual model. The conceptual model is an instance of the conceptual framework based on domain information. The example presented in Fig. 1 shows a partial domain model where the metadata Agent, Role and Organization are instantiated as User Agent, Buyer and Marketplace, respectively and the relationships play and owner are selected from the set of relationship instances defined in the metamodel layer by the conceptual framework. Recall that those entities and relationships are used according to the domain information.
In order to create domain models, modeling languages, methodologies and methods such as [27, 39, 42, 54, 57, 71] are needed. Modeling languages are used to provide a common language that elicits the meaning of each data element described in the conceptual model. Methods and methodologies are used to guide and help the designer in the creation of domain models.
The instance (information) layer characterizes the possible domain model occurrences. This layer describes the specific instances of the domain model data that may occur during the lifetime of the modeled application. For instance, consider a marketplace domain where buyers and sellers negotiate products. Sellers advertise their desire to sell products, submitting offers to the marketplace. Buyers access the marketplace in order to buy products. They look for offers that match their needs. They can move to another marketplace in order to look for offers that they did not find in the original one. Alternatively, they can form groups to find offers with a lower price per unit. Fig. 1 shows some instances for the marketplace domain: Bob's Agent is an instance of a User Agent, Clothes Buyer is an instance of the Buyer role, and Wal-Mart is an instance of the Marketplace organization.
The Abstractions and their Categories
TAO classifies the set of abstractions it defines into three distinct categories: (i) fundamental abstractions -include the object and agent abstractions, which are the basis for building MASs (Section 3); (ii) environment abstractions -include definition of environments and events that are used to represent the environmental constraints and characteristics that influence instances of fundamental and grouping abstractions (Section 3.4); (iii) grouping abstractions -encompass abstractions for dealing with more complex situations in large-scale systems; it includes organizations and roles to model complex collaborations (Section 4). Fig. 2 2 The abstractions and relationships of the conceptual framework
As shown in Fig. 2 , the entity instances defined in the conceptual framework TAO are object, agent, organization, role (agent role and object role), environment and event. Because of similarities among some entities, we have defined a new abstraction called element that is the basis for the definition of most entities.
Element definition:
An element is an entity instance that has properties and relationships with others elements.
Objects, agents, environments, organizations, object roles and agent roles are entities whose definitions are based on the element abstraction. Their definitions extend an element by identifying specific properties and relationships. Event is the only entity in TAO that is not based on the definition of element. It is because events do not have state, behavior or relationships.
The properties of an element describe its state and behavior characteristics. The state of an element defines information about other elements of the system and the behavior of an element defines the actions or operations that the element can perform. An element can change its state and interact with other elements. An element must be related to another element, i.e., a relationship must exist between two elements, so that they can interact. The relationships link two elements and describe how these elements are related to each other. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , different elements are related in different ways, i.e. there are different types of relationships (Section 5). An element class defines properties and relationships that are common to all its instances. An element instance is a concrete manifestation of an abstraction to which a set of properties and relationships are applied [6] . An element instance of a class fulfills the description of its class.
Besides defining the abstractions, we introduce templates associated with each abstraction in the text. The templates are used to define each abstraction in a schematic way. They list the set of properties and relationships of each element. The templates correspond to the metamodel layer and their instances are related to the domain model layer. In order to exemplify the use of our templates, we have applied them to the marketplace example (Section 2.1) throughout this paper.
TAO: An Overview
A multi-agent system (MAS) comprises classes and instances of agents, objects and organizations. Organizations group together the agents of a MAS [45, 64] . Agents, organizations, and objects, inhabit (or are immersed in) environments [33, 42] that provide resources and make available services. Resources are non-autonomous entities such as databases or external programs used by agents or organizations. We use objects as an abstraction for modeling resources [45] . While objects represent passive elements, such as resources, agents represent autonomous entities that manipulate objects. Services are the public facilities, or public functions, provided and used by the entities of the system [39] . Entities such as agents, objects, organizations and the environment can make public some of its functions (services) to be used by others entities.
An organization describes a set of roles [4] that limits the behavior of its agents, objects and sub-organizations [70] . Agents and objects can be members of different organizations and play different roles in each of them [58] . Every agent of the MAS plays at least one role in an organization. Agents may interact with each other and cooperate either to achieve a common goal, or to achieve their own goals [74] . The agent interactions are based on relationships defined between organization roles. An agent may interact with agents from the same organization or from a different one. Two distinct organizations are also related when there are interactions and relationships among their agents.
Fundamental Abstractions
This Section describes the fundamental abstractions, object and agent, and the environment abstractions. Each abstraction is described in terms of the following issues: basic definition, state properties, behavior properties, its interplay with other abstractions, its associated template, its application to model the marketplace example. This Section also highlights the most important differences and common features between objects and agents. The types of relationships between abstractions are presented and discussed in Section 5.
Object
An object is a passive or reactive element that has state and behavior and can be related to other elements.
An object is an element that has a state and a number of operations (behavior) to either examine or change its state [29] . An object extends the definition of an element since it defines state and behavior properties, and relationships with other objects or other elements. The state of an object does not have any predefined structure. It stores information about itself, about the environment and about other objects. The behavior of an object defines the operations that it is capable of performing. The object relationships describe how objects are linked to system's elements, such as other objects, agents, and roles.
An object has control of its state. It performs operations that can modify its state during its lifetime. On the other hand, an object cannot modify its behavior 1 and has no control of it, i.e., an object is not autonomous in the sense it does everything that another one asks it to do. In this way, objects are passive elements that do whatever anyone asks them to do and only when they are asked.
Objects could play roles defined by the organization that uses the object. Because of the importance of the entity role in our conceptual framework, the object role is described in a specific template that is explained in Section 4.2. An object class defines the structure and behavior of similar objects [5] . The following template defines the state, behavior and relationships that an object class must have. The object template also lists the events that objects, instance of the object class, can generate and perceive and the roles that objects could play. The application of the object template to our case study defines the object class Offer that characterizes the seller announcements. This class presents the product, the announcer identifier, the basic operations to change the offer price, and the relationships with objects, environment, roles, and the marketplace organization. The object inhabits the MarketPlaceEnv environment, has a Product object associated, can be accessed by Buyers 
Agent
An agent is an autonomous, adaptive and interactive element that has a mental state.
Software agents are complex objects with an attitude [7] ; that is, they are elements that extend objects with structured state and agency behavioral properties. According to [25, 34, 52] , agents are interactive, autonomous and adaptive elements, and those are the three fundamental characteristics that define the agent property. Characteristics such as rationality, learning ability and mobility are additional characteristics that are neither necessary nor sufficient for the characterization of a software agent.
The state of an agent is expressed through mental components such as beliefs, goals, plans and actions [34, 52, 64] . The set of beliefs, goals, plans and actions is called the mental state of the agent. During the lifetime of an agent, its mental state can change, i.e., the agent can change its beliefs, goals, plans and actions.
An agent has beliefs or knowledge about the world, about itself and about other agents. The beliefs include what the agent knows, what the agent views, its memories and its perceptions about everything that happens in the MAS. The agent's goals consist of future states, or desires, which agents would like to reach, or satisfy. As agents are goal-oriented an agent within a MAS must have at least one goal to be achieved. An agent achieves a goal by executing a plan, which can be selected from a list of plans.
Plans define a sequence of actions that is executed by an agent to achieve goals. An agent updates its mental state, changes its roles, perceives and generates events, and sends and receives messages while executing actions. Actions have a set of pre and post-conditions. An action is executed if its pre-conditions are satisfied according to the beliefs of the agent. After the execution of the action, the agent checks the postconditions according to its beliefs. If the post-conditions are satisfied the correctness of the action is guaranteed.
The behavior of an agent is expressed through its plans and actions that are based on its agency characteristics, e.g., interaction, autonomy and adaptation. Agents are interactive because they have the ability to interact with other elements when playing roles in an organization. Agents interact with others since they have relationships with other system elements. The relationships describe how an agent is linked to another element. For example, a relationship describes the roles that an agent plays and the environment that it inhabits. The types of relationships that an agent may have are defined in Section 5.
The autonomy characteristic refers to the proactive capacity of an agent -the agent does not need external stimulus (e.g., user events) in order to carry out a given task. Agents are adaptive elements since they can adapt their state and their behavior by responding to messages sent by the environment or other agents. By assuming a given situation the agent may simply react, or it may reflect upon what should be done.
The agent template defines an agent class. An agent class describes beliefs, goals, actions, plans and relationships that are the same for all its agent instances. The agent template also lists the events that agents, instances of the agent class, can generate and perceive, and the roles that agents could play. A specific template for agent roles was created and is explained in Section 4.2. 
Agent versus Object
We define an agent as an extension of an object, i.e. an agent is an object with additional features, because it extends the definition of state and behavior associated with objects. The state of an agent has a "mentalistic" structure [68] , as we have already seen. The agent's mental state extends the definition of state defined for objects because it adds to its state the definition of its behavior. So the state of an agent, its mental state, consists of also its state and its behavior. The mental state consists of: beliefs, that are equivalent to the object's state, and also goals, plans and actions, that define the agent's behavior. Moreover, the behavior of an agent extends the behavior of objects because: (i) an agent has full control of its behavior, i.e., agents can say no to the requests of other agents, (ii) agents can change their behavior, adding new actions to be executed [64] , and (iii) agents do not require external stimuli to carry out their jobs. These three extensions make an agent an active element and an object a passive element.
Another difference between agents and objects is related to the agency characteristics. As we have already seen, an agent is an autonomous and interactive element that sends and receives messages. The autonomy and interactivity of an agent can vary from a completely reactive agent that interacts frequently with other agents to a completely proactive agent that may not need to interact with anyone to achieve its goals. In the case where the agent is a completely reactive element it may be considered an object. The more autonomous an agent is the less interactive it needs to be. A proactive agent does not need to cooperate with anyone to achieve its goal. On the other hand, the less autonomous an agent is the more interactive it needs to be to achieve its goals.
An object is an interactive element but it is not an autonomous one. Objects are reactive and passive elements since they need the assistance of another element to do their job and since they respond to any request for assistance. Classically, an object interacts a lot with other objects in order to complete their jobs. From the point of view of the autonomy and interaction characteristic, there is no difference between a reactive agent and an object. They both need a request from another element to do their jobs and they both need to interact with other elements in order to do their jobs.
Environment Abstractions
An environment is an element that is the habitat for agents, objects and organizations. An environment can be heterogeneous, dynamic, open, distributed and unpredictable [57] .
An environment extends the definition of an element since it defines its properties, i.e., its state and its behavior, and its relationships. The state of an environment stores the lists of resources and services and associated access permissions. Resources are non-autonomous entities such as databases or external programs used by agents or organizations. We use objects as an abstraction for modeling resources [45] . The resources can be used by objects, by agents or by organizations when playing roles.
The permissions associated with resources restrict the access of objects and agents to them. Agents, objects and organizations make services available to other agents and organizations. The permissions associated with the services restrict the access of the agents and organizations.
The behavior of an environment is defined based on its characteristics. An environment can be heterogeneous, dynamic, open, distributed and unpredictable [57] . An environment can be a passive element such as an object or can be an active element such as an agent having agency characteristics such as autonomy, adaptation and interaction. An environment can also have other agency characteristics such as mobility. A palmtop may be considered a mobile environment. Thus, an environment may be seen as an agent when appropriate.
An environment is the habitat of MAS organizations, agents and objects. An organization may inhabit multiple environments but an agent and an object must inhabit only one environment at a given moment. An agent or an object must not be in two or more environments at any given moment. Different environments can be the habitat of different elements and can have different characteristics, resources and services. The relationships of an environment describe which elements inhabit it and which other environments are associated with it. These relationships are extensively described in Section 5.
The environment template presents an environment class. An environment class defines its state as a set of resources and a set of services, the behavior of its instances as a set of its properties and a set of relationships that are common to all environment instances. Events are generated in different ways. They can be generated by objects through the execution of their operations, by agents through the execution of their actions and by environment when the environment is an active element [68] . An event generated by the environment, by an agent or by an object can trigger the execution of actions associated with agents or operations associated with objects that perceive the event. As a consequence, events are related to actions and operations that generate them and to actions and operations that perceive them.
Grouping Abstractions
MAS comprises a set of grouped agents immersed in one or more environments whose global behavior is derived from the interaction among the constituent agents [74] . The group of agents comprising the MAS defines organizations whose goals are the same as the MAS. A MAS has at least one organization that represents the system and that groups all agents. The organization's agents exist to achieve the goals of the MAS. The agents have individual goals that, when they are grouped together, characterize the goals of the MAS.
Organization
An organization is an element that groups agents, which play roles and have common goals. An organization hides intra-characteristics, properties and behaviors represented by agents inside it.
Besides the organizations defined by the MAS, the MAS can have other organizations that are sub-organizations. Recursively, each sub-organization can have others suborganizations defined within it.
From the perspective of elements outside of an organization, the organization can be viewed as an agent. An organization hides intra-characteristics, properties and behavior represented by agents inside it. However, an organization extends the properties and relationships defined by agents. An organization defines a set of rules and laws that agents and sub-organizations must obey. The rules and laws characterize the global constraints of the organization. An organization also defines roles that must be played by the agents and sub-organizations within it. Since all organizations define roles, rules and laws, any agent and any sub-organization is always playing at least one role and respecting the rules and the laws defined by the MAS organizations.
The state of an organization is represented by the state of the agents that play roles in it and by the rules and laws defined in the organization. An organization's behavior is based on the behavior of the agents that play roles in this organization. The behavior of an organization typically is more complex than the sum of the behaviors of the agents playing roles. The relationships describe how an organization is linked to another element. For example, the roles defined by an organization are linked to the organization through the relationship owner, describing that the organization is the owner of the roles. Another example is the association between two organizations characterizing that they will exchange messages. One may observe that interactions between an organization and another element in fact occur between an agent inside the organization and the element.
The organization template presents an organization class that describes the rules and laws as well as the relationships associated with all instances. In relationships we can find the roles that an organization owns, the environment that organization inhabits, and the resources and services that it provides. 
Roles
Defined in the context of an organization, a role is an element that guides and restricts the behavior of an agent or an object in the organization. The social behavior of an agent is represented by its role in an organization.
The two most important properties of roles are (i) a role is always defined in the context of an organization and (ii) a role must be played by an agent, by an object or by a sub-organization. A role is an element since it defines a set of properties and relationships.
The state and behavior of an object role, similar to what is defined for objects, keep information and operations, respectively. An object role may add information to the state of the object and may restrict access to the object state. An object role also guides and restricts the behavior of an object. On one hand, the object role can add behavior and relationships to the object that plays the role and, on the other hand, can restrict the access to the object [41] .
The relationships of an object role describe additional relationships and types of relationships that were not previously available to objects. For example, an object role may add an association to another element that was not defined in the object.
From the point of view of the element that is related to the object that is playing a role, the role identifies the properties that the element can see and identifies the available relationships. The object role template defines the states, behaviors and relationships available to the object that plays the roles and to other elements related to it. The object role template presents the role class, and all role instances of the role class have the same states, behaviors and relationships. _____________________Object_Role__________________________
Object_Role_Class Object_Role_Class_Name
State setOf{Information} Behavior setOf{Operation} Relationships setOf{Relationship_Name} end Object_Role_Class _____________________________________________________________ An agent role guides and restricts the behavior of an agent because associated with the role are goals, beliefs, duties, rights, protocols and commitments that an agent has while playing the role. An agent role is an element since it has state, behavior and relationships with other elements. The state of an agent role is defined by its beliefs and goals. The beliefs of the roles are related to the organization's facts, e.g., information about the other roles and information about the objects available in the organization. The goals of the roles characterize the goals that the agent must achieve while playing the role. The goals of the roles grouped together form the organization's goals.
The duties, rights, protocols and commitments define the behavior of an agent role. The duties of the roles describe the responsibilities [70] of the organization's agents. The duties define actions assigned to the agent playing the role. We will generalize and describe a duty as a set of actions. Besides the rules and laws described in the organization, the rights associated with each role describe the permissions on the resources and services available in the environment and about the behavior of the agents. The portion of the environment that an agent can sense and effect is determined by the agent's specific role. Normally, each agent has a partial notion of the whole system [35, 57] and none of the agents have sufficient competence, resources or information to solve the whole problem [30] .
The protocols and commitments define the interactions between roles and other elements. Protocols define a set of interactions and rules that the elements playing the role and following the protocol must obey. A commitment defines a set of actions that an element playing a role must carry out in relation to other roles.
The definition of the relationships of an agent role is based on the protocols and commitments associated with the role. In this way, the agent role adds a set of relations to the agent that plays the role.
The agent role template presents the agent role class and the goals, beliefs, duties, rights, protocols and commitments that define the interactions. It also identifies the relationships of the agent roles, i.e., its owner, the agents and organizations that may play the role, the objects associated with the role, and the associations between the roles. All role instances of the role class have the same properties and relationships. 
Relationships
This Section presents the relationships between all elements of the conceptual framework. There are eight different relationships classified in two different ways that associate objects, agents, environments, organizations and roles where some are basic and domain-independent relationships and other are domain-dependent relationships. The basic relationships are play, owner and inhabit. These relationships will always appear in any conceptual model since they do not depend on the problem domain.
Relationship Types
Let A be a set of agents, a ∈ A, E be a set of environments, e ∈ E and O be a set of objects, o ∈ O. Let Org be a set of organizations, org, subOrg ∈ Org and subOrg always represents a sub-organization. Let R be a set of roles, R = RObj ∪ RAg where RObj is a set of object roles and RAg is a set of agent roles, r ∈ R, ro ∈ Robj and ra ∈ RAg. For each one relationship presented below, we present its definition, its classification and the elements it links.
• Inhabit (I) : I(habitat, citizen) : I(e,a), I(e,o), I(e,org) Some elements must inhabit environments and can dynamically change from a habitat, i.e. an environment, to another. The inhabit relationship specifies that the element that inhabits -the citizen -may leave and enter habitats, respecting the habitat permissions. Normally, the habitat does not guide the actions of its citizens and does not impose constraints on when to enter or leave the habitat or what specific actions they must carry out. On the other hand, the habitat restricts which elements can enter, which resources and services they can access and which services they can provide. When a citizen changes its habitat it is no longer subordinated to its old habitat.
When inhabiting environments, agents, objects and MAS organizations must respect the permissions that have been defined by them. Agents and objects inhabit only one environment at a given time, as opposed to organizations, which can inhabit more than one environment at the same time.
• Ownership (Ow) : Ow(owner, member) : Ow(org, r), Ow(org, subOrg) Some elements must be members of another element. The ownership specifies that an element -the member -is defined in the scope of another element -the owner -and that a member must obey a set of global constraints defined by its owner. Members may be dynamically created or destroyed by their owner.
Organizations are owners of roles and sub-organizations. Each role and suborganization has one owner organization. Agents or sub-organizations in an organization play roles as defined by their enclosing organization.
• Play (P): P(element, role) : P(a,ra), P(subOrg,ra), P(o,ro) Objects, agents and sub-organizations must play roles. The play relationship defines that the object, agent or sub-organization that plays the role assumes properties and relationships defined by the role. The behavior of the object, agent or suborganization is guided by and restricted to the scope of the role.
• Specialization/Inheritance (S) : S(super-element, sub-element) : S(o,o), S(a,a), S(org,org), S(ro,ro), S(ra,ra)
The specialization relationship defines that the sub-element that specializes the superelement may add and redefine the properties and behavior associated with the superelement.
• Control (C) 2 : C(controller, controlled) : C(ro,ro), C(ra,ra), C(ra,ro) The control relationship defines that the controlled element that plays the role must do anything that the controller element asks it to do. An agent role may control another agent role or an object role. Object roles only can control another object role. An agent playing a role that controls another role played by another agent is related to the other agent by an undirected relationship of control.
• Dependency (D) : D(client, supplier) : D(ro,ro), D(ra,ra), D(ra,ro) An element -the client -may be defined to be dependent on another one -the supplier -to do its job. The dependency relationship specifies that the client cannot completely do its job unless it asks the supplier. The client changes its behavior according to the supplier but the opposite is not true. The client does not influence its supplier. An agent role may depend on another agent role or on an object role. Object roles can only depend on another object role.
• Association (As) : As(associate1, associate2) : As(r,r), As(e,e), As(o,o), As(a,o),
If an element is associated with another element, it knows that the other element exists. The association relationship must define how an element interacts with another one. Roles may be directly associated with other roles as well as environments.
• Aggregation/Composition (Agg) : Agg(aggregator, part) : Agg(ro,ro), Agg(ra,ra),
If an element is aggregated with other element, we say that it is part of an aggregator. The aggregator may use the functionalities available in its parts. The parts do not need to know that they are being aggregated to an aggregator, but the aggregator knows each of its parts. Depending on the strength of the aggregation, the part may not exist without the aggregator. The relationship template is used to define the links between the elements. For each relationship type, the template identifies the elements and its roles in the relationship. 
Semantics of the Template-Based Representations
As we have stated previously, the main goal of this paper is to characterize a key set of abstractions that can be used to define a conceptual framework using agents and objects, and clarify the interplay between the agent and object abstractions. For this reason, we have focused on the choice and presentation of these concepts in an informal way rather than on formally defining the semantics of each of the templates. In addition, presenting these concepts using a formal notation would certainly lead us to representations that would be less legible because of their mathematical nature than the light template-based representation that we have adopted.
However, the formal semantics of the schemas and its parts is certainly a necessary result that will be provided as soon as we finish the process of refining our templates to our satisfaction. Even though we do not aim at giving a completely formal semantics for our templates in this paper, in this section we will provide an overview on how they should be formalized to indicate possible formalization choices.
Objects can be formalized in (temporal) logic following the theory we have presented in [1] . Each element class (e.g., an object or agent class) has a specific name and can be defined as a set of possible instances. For example, the names of object and agent element classes in the templates are Object_Class_Name and Agent_Class_Name, respectively. If the instances are objects, the class is called object class; if the instances are agents, the class is called an agent class, and so on. Given an element class C, ci ε C (i =1,…,n) denotes an element of this class. Every instance of an element class has an associated single object identity (or identifier). @C represents the set of possible (element) identifiers of class C.
The formal specification of the object class template can be given as a tuple <DT,AT,AC> in the abstract data type style and a set AX of axioms (or properties), where DT is a data signature (i.e., it defines sorts such as Boolean and function symbols f(x1,…,xn) related to these sorts), AT is a set of attribute symbols a(x1,…,xn) that we call the state of an object, and AC is a set of action symbols g(x1,…,xn). The behavior is defined in our template as a set of properties AX that we call operations in our template. The relationships can be defined as a set of relations Rel: C1 X C2 X … X Cn, where C1, C2, …, Cn are element classes.
In order to formalize the agent class template, we need to formalize beliefs, goals, actions, plans, events, roles, and relationships. Relationships are also relations as in the case of objects. Beliefs are facts and rules that may be expressed in first-order logic (FOL) or Prolog. The goals and actions may be expressed in temporal logic with processes (e.g., mu-calculus) used, for example, in [12] . Events can be seen as atomic processes. Roles can be seen as a special relationship. A plan may be described as a sequence <ac1, ac2, …, can> of actions that should be executed to achieve a certain goal.
Environments were defined in terms of the set of resources (including the permission and the name related to each resource), a set of services (including the permission and name related to each service), a set of properties that describe its behavior, a set of events, and a set of relationships of this environment with other entities. Each resource and service has an identity. Permissions can be characterized as Prolog or temporal logic constraints. Each event can be seen as an atomic process. Services can also be defined using a process style following [12] .
Organizations are defined in terms of a set of rules to which they conform, a set of laws they obey, and a set of relationships with other organizations. The rules can be defined in first-order logic or Prolog. The laws can be defined as constraints in FOL or temporal logic, and the relationships can be defined as mathematical relations. Agent and object roles were also defined. Roles for objects can be formally defined by a specific relation in a way similar to the way views were defined in [1] . In order to define roles for agents, we have to introduce extra attributes in the agent descriptions. However, the formalization may also be based on logic and process.
Related Work
A lot of work has been done in the area of developing models, methodologies, methods and languages [8, 27, 39, 42, 54, 57, 71 ] to help and guide software engineers to create conceptual models of MASs. However, not much has yet been done in the area of conceptual frameworks for MASs.
TAO as well as the work discussed later in this section [10, 28, 68, 73] is focused on the development of a new conceptual framework to explain the interplay among MAS abstractions. As indicated in Fig. 3 , TAO and its related research work discussed next addresses the metamodel layer illustrated in the 4 layer metadata architecture proposed by MOF. We did not compare our work to well known methods and methodologies since they belong to the domain model layer of MOF as shown in Fig. 3 . In other words conceptual frameworks and methodologies belong to different levels of abstraction. Wagner [68] presents a conceptual framework of agent-oriented modeling restricted to model organizational information systems. Thus, it is not generally applicable to MAS and, consequently, it must be carefully used in the case of other types of systems. Although the proposed framework integrates agents and objects, it does not include important concepts such as actions, goals, organizations and, thus, roles as first class elements. Organizations are defined as institutional agents that are composed of rights and rules. The relationships between the institutional agent and simple agents are not defined. Moreover, the framework does not deal with pro-active agents.
KAOS is a conceptual framework that defines abstractions, such as entity, relationship and agent, as extensions of object [10] . An entity is an autonomous object that is independent of other objects; a relationship is a subordinate object; and an agent is an object that has choice and behavior. In this way, KAOS does not satisfactorily explain the distinction between an entity and an agent and why a relationship should be an object. It does not describe the characteristics of an object or explain how other abstractions extend it. Two other weaknesses of KAOS are: (i) it does not consider organizations and roles as important abstractions, and (ii) it does not describe the relationships between the defined abstractions.
d'Inverno and Luck [28] define a conceptual framework with four important limitations: (i) it does not define all possible relationships between its elements; (ii) it does not define organization and role; (iii) it defines new concepts like server agents, autonomous agents and neutral objects increasing the complexity of understanding the relationship between agents and objects; and (iv) their approach is so generic that it may be very difficult to be used by software engineers and methodology developers.
Finally, Yu and Schmid [73] define a conceptual framework for agent-oriented and role-based modeling. However, it does not define abstractions such as objects, object roles and organizations and, therefore, it does not connect these abstractions with the definitions of agent and role.
Discussions and Ongoing Work
Our research group [17, 65] has been conducting a set of empirical studies [15, 49, 62] for a number of years. These studies have generated a set of questions about the use of objects and agents in modeling and implementing systems [16, 18] . After exhaustive review of theories, methodologies and methods for multi-agent systems, we found that our questions have not been addressed yet. We felt the need for a conceptual framework that must completely define the abstractions and their relationships. TAO has three important goals: (i) to explain the relationships between objects and agents; (ii) to unify six main abstractions commonly used to model MASs; and (iii) to define the relationships between those abstractions.
The core set of abstractions used in TAO has been developed based upon our investigation of existing agent-based and object-oriented methodologies [13, 42, 45, 68, 71, 73] , languages [40, 48, 63] , and theories [59, 64, 68] . Our conceptual framework intends to explain how to use this set of abstractions, defining it and introducing a comparison between objects and agents and how they are related. For that we present a list of well-defined relationships. Furthermore, our conceptual framework is intended to be extensible so that new abstractions and relationships can be grouped together with the existing ones. For instance, software components are natural candidates to be included in the framework.
The benefit of having a conceptual framework for a family of problems is to provide support for developing new methodologies, methods and languages based on the essential concepts defined and related in the framework. Although some methodologies are agent-centered methodologies and do not consider objects as an abstraction, these methodologies also can be based on our conceptual framework. Our framework defines an object as an abstraction but it does not insist that this definition must be used.
Nonetheless, it should be noted that although our agents' template defines the internal architecture of an agent in terms of plans, goals, beliefs and actions, the users of our framework can map these concepts to other internal architecture styles, such as the BDI architecture [38] . Different architectures can utilize our framework, changing the templates and internal definitions of our set of abstractions. Another example occurs with the roles template, which may be completely different than the one presented here.
The conceptual framework was defined to be used to generate conceptual models. Abstractions defined in the conceptual framework are instantiated in the conceptual models. And thus, conceptual models are used to generate computational models. In this way, abstractions used in conceptual models may be mapped to other abstractions used in computational models. We are working on the creation of transformations for the set of abstractions defined in our conceptual framework to computational models. We are also concerned with possible adequate representations of both models.
Another work under way is related to the non-functional requirements. We believe that some non-functional requirements (such as reliability, security, ...) will be common to several abstractions within an application. In this sense, we are investigating how to allow abstractions to support an explicit separation of such crosscutting behavior. The notion of aspect [22, 37, 66] is well understood in the object-oriented context, but only a few preliminary works have been published that discuss it in terms of agent-based software engineering (such as [16, 20] ).
Related to the MAS dynamic, we intend to study the dynamic of organizations. We will seek to improve reporting about the definition of commitments, protocols, rights, laws and actions. Some questions remain to be answered: How do agents enter and exit organizations? Why do they enter and why do they exit? How do organizations or agents define an organization's set of rules and laws? How do agents that enter an organization learn about and start to obey its conditions? Little work in this direction has been carried out [23] .
Conclusion
Object-oriented software engineering and its associated theories have already proven to be effective for the development of software systems. Object-oriented theories and respective languages and methodologies have shown how suitably powerful abstractions, like the notions of object and class, can be fully exploited not only to define modeling languages, but also to support methodologies that drive all the phases of the engineering of software systems [56] . However, the advances in networking technologies and the coming of the Internet era are leading towards issues that traditional object-oriented software engineering is not ready to address. Large-scale software systems are now entrusted with typically complex tasks, which can involve massive amounts of passive components as well as autonomous components. These components affect numerous kinds of connected environments, and are subject to the uncertainties of open environments such as the Internet [56] . The inadequacy of object-oriented approaches does not derive from the methodologies, but rather from limitations of the object theories and their abstractions themselves, which are not powerful enough to examine these new issues. To cope with this situation, companies and researchers are investigating how agents can contribute to the mastering of the complexity of modern large-scale systems.
This paper presented a conceptual framework that provides a conceptual setting for engineering large-scale MASs based on agent and object abstractions. The identified set of abstractions is organized in terms of a unifying framework, providing software engineers with a deeper understanding of the fundamental concepts underpinning agent and object notions and their relationships. Objects are viewed as abstractions to represent passive elements, while agents provide a means of representing active elements in the software system. In addition, a set of additional abstractions is provided to model situations where organizations of cooperating agents and objects perform and coordinate their actions in dynamic environments to accomplish the organizations' goals. The core set of abstractions was developed based on our extensive work in investigating existing agent-based and object-oriented methodologies, languages and theories, and our extended experimental work on developing many large scale MASs. As a result, it can be tailored to different domains. Since its basic ontology can be extended to accommodate new abstractions for these domains, it enables different research teams to compare and discuss their formulations based on the unified terminology enabled by the proposed foundations.
